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Large scale structure matches optical surveys
Baryon Acoustic Oscillations – Dark Energy Probe

• CMB acoustic oscillations: imprinted standard ruler, 400 Mly.
Baryon Wiggles
Detected by
SDSS, 2df, WiggleZ

Eisenstein et al. 2009
21 cm Intensity Mapping

• 21-cm Intensity Mapping, JP, etal (arXiv:0902.3091)
• Chang, Pen, JP, McDonald PRL 100, 091303(2008)
Alfalfa 21-cm redshift survey
Green Bank Telescope
West Virginia

• 50 hours observation at z=1
• 10 hours at z=1.5

• DEEP2 Fields 2,4 deg x 0.5 deg fields

• 15 arcmin angular resolution at z=1
21cm – DEEP2 cross correlation

Current program

- Attempt to detect 21 cm structure without use of optical survey

- Sweep Horizontally across Wigglz fields, rising, setting and transit

- Use CMB cross linked imaging algorithm

- Use SVD to remove modes with common Freq. structure.

- Residual rms about 40 microK, about the expected amplitude of 21 cm signal.
21 cm <> optical cross correlation

21 cm Auto-correlation

Proposal under review for 9 feeds on GBT (and 3000 Hours)
Fast 21-cm Intensity Mapping Telescope concepts

- Many feeds on single dish (BINGO, GBT x 9)
- 100 close-packed dishes (Tianlai?)
- 2000 feeds on a cylindrical telescope (CHIME)
- 1,000,000 dipole in a filled aperture

Figure k shows a possible configuration for the complete HSz dark energy survey telescope. Optimization of the design is described in [k]e who have investigated the effect of array design on the standard ruler test with BzOe using the Dark Energy Task Force Figure of Merit as a benchmark. They also perform simulations of foreground removal assuming the foreground spectra are smooth compared to that of the HI signal. They optimize the survey parameters and present a fiducial example of an HSz BzO survey that is competitive with other Stage III dark energy experiments.

4.2 Experience with the Pittsburgh Cylinder Telescope (PCT) as a first step toward developing a dedicated cm intensity mapping telescope. Peterson led an international team including Uros Seljake UefLi, Pene Kris Sigurdsone and their students to assemble the PCT. The purpose of this prototype instrument was to examine cylinder telescope construction methods, cost, feed technologies, LNzse correlation technology, image artifacts, calibration techniques and more generally, to examine the issue of continuum foreground subtraction.

The PCT consists of two cylinders each 1 m wide and kn m long, with a separation of kn m between centers. The cylinders are oriented N-S. PCT is a transit telescope and uses FFT beamforming to create a fan of beams spanning most of the meridian. Each cylinder currently has lk dipoles installed along the focus. Jo dipoles of each linear polarization, which feeds a channel software correlator. So far we have used dipoles for each polarization that are spaced λ so for beams near the zenith there are n
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0 dB = 9.42 dBi
Directivity = 9.91 dB
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Sky Brightness Valleys
Lyman Alpha Intensity Mapping with GALEX

Redshift 0.5 – 1.3

Slit-less spectroscopy
Rotate satellite to create a CAT scan of cosmic structure
Lyman Alpha cross correlated with C+(158 micron)

Subaru LAEs at $z \sim 6$

Make 3-d image of SDF at 1 mm
With ALMA or CSO or JCMT
Conclusions

- 21 cm intensity mapping at z~1 is succeeding
- Many 21-cm BAO instruments proposed or under construction
  - Bingo, Tianlai, Chime, GBT nine-element etc.
- Intensity mapping with Ly Alpha, 158 micron line also promising.
- One year of observations with Galex could produce an IM BAO surveys